Question: How do we enhance the resilience of our forests to
climate change and pest outbreaks?
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APFISN Beijing Office established in 2012
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Recent APFISN CAPACITY BUILDING activities include
establishment of a biocontrol control facilities and program to
control Palm tree beetle in the Maldives, and a China – Vietnam
cross-border cooperative study on Polyphagus Shot-Hole Borer
(PSHB) in 2015. A number of International Training Workshops
have been held, including a workshop on “Forest Invasive
Pests” (Hainan, 2016), “Developing Skills in Forest Protection:
an Integrated Approach” (Beijing, 2018), a pinewood nematode
workshop on how science and inform policy (Incheon, South
Korea, 2019), and we have a planned workshop on Pinewood
nematode ID, detection and management in Nanjing, China
(planned for Fall 2021)
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Climate change clearly impacts Forest Invasive Species. Climate
change alters 1) means of transport and introduction of forest
invasive species, 2) establishment of new forest invasive
species, 3) impact of existing invasive species, 4) distribution of
existing forest invasive species, 5) effectiveness of control
strategies, and 6) distributions of native species, which can
cause range expansions that make some native species become
invasive species.
Right: One example of a native undergoing climate-change
driven range expansion, becoming invasive, is the mountain
pine beetle (MPB) in North America. It has expanded north and
eastwards more than 300 km in Canada, and populations may
eventually invade eastern North American pine forests.
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Another example of range expansion of a native is the pine
processionary moth in Europe.
The caterpillars are active in winter and climate change,
particularly global warming, caused range expansion. Although
summer heat waves make the news (like last summer’s heat
wave in Europe – see left), it is important to note that winteractive species are affected more by global warming because
winter temperatures are relatively more increased. This is
particularly evident in the past 40 years in France (range
expansion map in France, south of Paris – see upper right), and
the moth’s distribution is expanding north and eastwards
throughout Europe (see lower right). Forecast models (see
center) predict expansion based on severity of global warming.
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Climate change makes forests less resilient to disturbance.
Left side of figure shows ENHANCED FOREST RESILIENCE. Note
the deep trough and steep slopes, showing high resilience to
disturbances, keeping the forest, indicated by the black circle,
in a “STEADY STATE”. On the right side of the figure, climate
change REDUCES FOREST RESILIENCE. Note the shallow slope,
making forests more susceptible and less resilient to
disturbances. Examples of disturbances are 1) novel
disturbance (new forest invasive species introductions), 2)
increased disturbance size, frequency or severity (multiple
introductions), and 3) their combined effects. Lower resilience
may cause an unhealthy forest to change. This is the CRITICAL
TRANSITION (or tipping point) that changes the original forest
into a new forest or non-forest habitat.
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Focus question: How do we enhance the resilience of our
forests to climate change and pest outbreaks?
See upper right figure à Higher resilience enables the forest
to stay in a healthy state despite increased tree stress and
forest disturbance.
Main figure à Enhancing forest resilience can be achieved by a
PROACTIVE STRATEGY. This means starting with a healthy
natural forest ecosystem with baseline ecological data
gathered. This strategy focuses on 1) enhancing biodiversity
(increase species diversity and functional group diversity), and
2) use of early intervention tools (e.g. use of sentinel trees or
early detection/monitoring to survey for potential forest
invasives), which helps facilitate management plans to
minimize the impacts of forest invasive species. Otherwise, a
RESTORATION STRATEGY, with late intervention (aggressive
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pest outbreak control measures) of impaired ecosystems is used to try to atte
ecosystem. Both strategies can result in a functional ecosystem in the presence
species, however a PROACTIVE STRATEGY that enhances forest resilience is pr
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